
DATA & ANALYTICS

Data Visualization 
and Dashboard Solutions

Finance, accounting, operations, compliance, risk management, and human resource 
teams make daily decisions based on data collected and analyzed for their business 
function. However, the underlying data is often stored in siloed systems, disconnected 
from other data sources within the organization and updated at irregular intervals. Lacking 
alignment among various systems, companies may struggle to overcome unwieldy and 
inefficient manual processes to develop insightful cross-segment reporting.

FTI Consulting’s Data & Analytics team identifies, cleans, and 
connects disparate data sources to simplify cross-segment 
reporting and produce intuitive and useful visual reports with 
drill-down capabilities. A “single source of truth” allows users 
from all levels throughout the organization to take data-driven 
action. Using a tactical approach, FTI Consulting works closely 
with clients to identify relevant data, compile data into a 
centralized reporting platform, build dynamic visualization tools, 
and distribute reports across the entire company while adhering 
to strict security controls. 

Centralized Reporting Platform 
Focusing on automation and using a variety of advanced 
and trusted database tools and techniques, our process 
streamlines information collection from multiple sources and 
transforms data into useful reporting structures that live in a 
centralized platform.

Detailed Analytics and Actionable 
Information 
We develop visual dashboards that connect to the centralized 
data platform and display information that allows users to 
instantly draw insight, identify trends, understand outliers, 
and determine how to exploit opportunities or respond to 
issues. Our dashboards combine data from multiple business 
segments and contain custom filtering and drill-down 
capability that allows for both summary views and deep-dive 
analysis. High-level summary dashboards help executives 
gain visibility and make strategic decisions, while detailed 
dashboards empower managers to make informed decisions in 
their day-to-day operations. We focus on delivering customized 
and clean visuals that maximize utility.

Secure Distribution 
Detailed reports may contain sensitive information.  
We design the infrastructure and distribution processes  
to ensure that the correct people view the correct information 
for the correct purpose.

•  Built an enterprise data warehouse business intelligence 
solution for a home healthcare company. The previous reporting 
function was inefficient which led to inaccurate information 
being presented to management, delays in financial reporting, 
and compliance issues. Our team developed automated 
processes to aggregate data from the financial, billing, HR, and 
compliance systems and ran validations on the data to ensure 
completeness and accuracy. Dashboards were designed based 
on user requirements, tested, and finally rolled out through a 
secure web application. The business intelligence solution was 
leveraged by over 125 employees and transformed the way the 
company used data to make decisions.

•  Assisted a chemical company facing severe liquidity challenges 
after a carve-out by developing insightful reporting which helped 
lead to ~$235M in working capital improvement in less than a 
year. Collected and translated tens of millions of transactional 
records that were not currently leveraged to develop visual 
dashboards that quickly unlocked opportunities for working 
capital improvement in Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, 
and Inventory. Supplied detailed information and worked 
hand-in-hand with client to identify and execute process and 
organizational changes to realize working capital improvement. 
Created set of monitoring dashboards to ensure client 
maintained working capital improvements.

•  Working with a health care company that had numerous 
operational and compliance issues due to business intelligence 
and reporting deficiencies, created streamlined methodology 
of normalizing, standardizing, and unifying disparate data into 
one central location in order to transform the underlying data 
into insightful and novel metrics to support fast, efficient, and 
sound business decisions at the executive and field level. Our 
solution resulted in real-time analytics in a leave-behind tool 
that contained quality assurance procedures, automated data 
loading, and interactive web-based reporting.

•  Developed an underlying model, database and set of dashboards 
for the compliance team of a large pharmaceutical distributor 
to monitor controlled substance orders, including opioids. The 
model determined whether an order was a statistical outlier 
based on the customer’s prior order history and the order 
history of similar customers. Suspicious orders were flagged by 
the model for further investigation and review. The dashboard 
provided metrics for upper management on the effectiveness 
of the new model, including flagged and rejected orders, 
suspicious ordering patterns, and other geographical trends.

CLIENT SUCCESS STORIES



About FTI Consulting
FTI Consulting is an independent global business advisory firm dedicated to helping organizations manage change, mitigate 
risk and resolve disputes: financial, legal, operational, political & regulatory, reputational and transactional. FTI Consulting 
professionals, located in all major business centers throughout the world, work closely with clients to anticipate, illuminate 
and overcome complex business challenges and opportunities.
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1982
Founded in 1982  
and $2.1BLN equity market 
capitalisation*

96/100
Advisor to 96 of the  
world’s top 100 law firms

53/100
53 of the Global 100 
corporations are clients

8/10
Advisor to 8 of the world’s top 
10 bank holding companies

4,600+ employees  
deployed in 28 countries
With offices in every major financial 
center and every corner of the globe, we 
successfully serve our clients wherever 
challenges and opportunities arise.

*Number of total shares outstanding as of April 19, 2018, times the closing share price as of April 27, 2018.
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Our team has worked with a range of clients from small  
private companies to Fortune 500 corporations.

We have built tools that focus on key client initiatives including 
regulatory compliance, working capital improvement, 

customer and product profitability, effectiveness of 
sales staff, comparison of retail locations, market share 
performance, shipping logistics, utilization metrics, 
marketing effectiveness, and supplier comparisons.


